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Abstract. The implementation of AI in commercial games is usually based on low
level designs that makes the control predictable, unadaptive, and non reusable. Re-
cent algorithms such as HTN or GOAP prove that higher levels of abstraction can
be applied for better performance. We propose that approaches based on Organi-
zational Theory can help providing a sound alternative for these implementations.
In this paper we present CONCIENS, an integration of the ALIVE organizational
framework into commercial games. We introduce a proof-of-concept implementa-
tion based on the integration to Warcraft III.
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Introduction
Artificial Intelligence (AI) in commercial games provides the means to enhance the two-
way communication with the human player by delivering the illusion of “intelligence”
in the non-player characters’ (NPCs) behavior [11]. Although some specific types of AI
algorithms, such as pathfinding or collision detection, have evolved to a mature state, the
implementation of behavioral or strategical reasoning is, in most of the cases, still far
from aligned with academic AI.
The current issues of commercial games AI are related to high-level concepts of
gaming such as realistic virtual actors, automatic content and storyline generation, dy-
namic learning, or social behavior. Tackling these issues could represent a qualitative
improvement on gaming experience from the player perspective and academic research
on AI has good opportunities to provide solutions to these challenges[4,12].
We argue that the following issues are a consequence of the use of domain-dependent
low-level approaches [3]:
• Blind specifications: the NPCs are programmed on how to act in reaction to en-
vironmental and/or other players conditions, but not why to act in a given man-
ner; hence, there is no real purpose behind actions taken and, in most cases, these
actions do not look “natural” from the human player’s perception.
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• Lack of flexibility/adaptiveness: the rule-based actions are limited and reactive to
external conditions, unable to evolve, and providing reduced pro-activeness.
• Strange behavior: the behavior of the NPCs do no reflect the aspects of sociabil-
ity and “participating in a whole”, leading to unnatural actions from the human
player’s perception.
• Predictable behavior: NPCs’ tactics are easily discoverable by the human player
and, after some time, predictable, leading to negative perception.
• Low reusability, as the solutions are commonly tailored to specific scenario do-
mains and, therefore, not re-usable through different games even if they belong to
the same genre.
As discussed on [3], our hypothesis is that it is possible to create elaborate solutions
for the issues of both individual behavior control and collective strategy techniques by
integrating models based on Organization Theoretical methods to control NPCs’ behav-
ior. This theory contributes to the systematic study of how actors behave within organi-
zations. Hence, the actors in a game are described as an organization which behavior is
based on specific roles, norms, dependencies, and capabilities.
In this paper we present CONCIENS: a set of tools for Game AI developers to model
gaming scenarios using social structures. In Section 1 we show how our proposal relates
to existing state-of-the-art. Section 2 introduces our proposed architecture and how to
integrate to existing games. Section 3 provides details on one of our proof-of-concept
case studies, and Section 4 describes our proposal of validation. The paper concludes
with Section 5, where we discuss our achievements and propose future work.
1. Related Work
There are already examples showing that higher levels of abstraction can be success-
fully used in commercial games’ AI. Actually, some recent important commercial games
such as F.E.A.R[14] or Fallout 3, have started to apply more complex cognitive patterns
by using GOAP (Goal-Oriented Action Planning), a simplified and optimized version
of STRIPS that allows for real-time planning of actions with pre- and post-conditions,
even outperforming Finite State Machine-based algorithms in some scenarios[10]. Thus,
these games execute complex symbolic reasoning not only about how to execute certain
actions, but also about what to execute at each moment. We believe that, by using an
even higher level of abstraction in order to reason also about why actions have to be
performed, methods such as GOAP can be complemented and improved.
Adaptiveness in games has been already explored in academic AI research. How-
ever, existing approaches are either focused on individual reasoning[8,9], or do not take
into account high-level definitions that would allow for reasoning why to make a partic-
ular decision on a specific context[17]. These approaches can get advantage of ALIVE
by extending individual agents’ reasoning cycle with organizational awareness.
In fact, organizational frameworks such as OperA[6] are already being explored
for their use in serious games. In [18], organizational specifications are used to create
a distributed intelligent task selection system that adapts to the player skill level and
to model the storyline. With our work we intend to advance on this line of work by
generalizing the use of organizational models for fun games, more focused on the realism
of gaming experience, rather than on user modeling and learning.
2. What is CONCIENS?
The design and development of CONCIENS is part of the research for the European
Project ALIVE. ALIVE [2] aims to combine existing work in coordination and organi-
zational structures with the state-of-the-art in service-oriented computing, allowing sys-
tem architects to build service-oriented systems based on the definition of organizational
structures and how they interact. This framework defines three structural levels, which
form the ALIVE environment depicted in Figure 1:
• The Service Level augments and extends existing service models in order to make
components aware of their social context and of the rules of engagement with
other services via semantic demarcation technologies.
• The Coordination Level specifies the high-level patterns of interaction (known as
workflows) among services by using powerful coordination techniques from re-
cent agent research. These workflows can be adapted at runtime, which is useful
when the system has to react to unexpected events (such as failures and excep-
tions).
• The Organizational Level provides the Service and Coordination levels with a so-
cial context, specifying the organizational rules that govern interaction. This level
makes services organizational aware, that is, services are aware of system’s high-
level objectives, structure and normative restrictions. This reflects in task alloca-
tion, workflow generation and agreement at the coordination level. For instance,
the system will prevent workflows that violate normative restrictions from being
generated and tasks are to be allocated to appropriate actors as defined on the or-
ganizational structure. This level also benefits from recent research in organiza-
tional dynamics to allow the structural adaptation of the system when changes on
rules or restrictions happen.
The ALIVE Framework allows Game AI developers to think in terms of why-what-
how when defining the decision-making actions for NPCs. That is, at the Organizational
level, the developer defines “why to do something” by describing the elements of the or-
ganizational structure in terms of organization objectives, roles, norms, and restrictions.
At the Coordination level, the developer defines “what to do” based on possible solutions
and tasks to realize in specific situations; finally, at Service level, the developer defines
“how to do it” in terms of which actual, low-level actions to perform in order to realize
those tasks.
Moreover, the ALIVE framework applies substantive norms that define commit-
ments agreed upon actors and are expected to be enforced by authoritative agents, im-
posing repair actions and sanctions if invalid states are reached. Substantive norms allow
the system to be flexible, by giving actors –human or computer-controlled– the choice to
cause a violation if this decision is beneficial from an individual or collective perspective.
Finally, the ALIVE Framework provides useful tools to define these elements, such
as OperettA[13], a visual tool implemented as an Eclipse IDE plugin, which allows to
specify the organizational concepts of roles, interactions and norms. These structures
are implemented as coordination agents, used to build coordination plans for groups of
agents enacting roles within the organization. Agents interact for enacting their roles ei-
ther via direct communication or via service invocation. Monitors observe agent inter-
actions. When these interactions are put together with the normative and organizational
Figure 1. CONCIENS architecture
states – e.g. obligations, permissions, roles – they allow the agents to reason about the
normative effects of their actions. The detection of normative states is a passive proce-
dure that consists in monitoring past events and checking them against a set of active
norms[1].
This set of tools and methods provides inherent support to the development of com-
plex, re-usable Game AI solutions. Figure 1 depicts the global architecture of CON-
CIENS, which extends the ALIVE environment by providing:
1. A practical solution to couple agents to the Game Engine, by defining the Game
Enactor programming interface.
2. A tool to describe the Organization Ontology, which contains a representation of
agent structures.
3. The elements to describe game actors’ behavior via social structures based on
norms, roles and their enactment, promoting the balance between autonomy and
story direction.
The research aim of CONCIENS is to provide solutions to the issues presented in
Section by integrating the ALIVE framework to academic and commercial games. This
approach provides extended flexibility to the elements that imply intelligent behavior,
e.g. actors and characters, teams of individuals, and narrative storylines. In addition, it
provides a methodology and metrics [16] that can be applied to evaluate the organiza-
tional behavior using the games’ environments as simulation scenarios. Hence, it would
be possible to compare, learn, and improve NPC’s behavior with an approach based on
organization theoretical solutions for Game AI, contributing to overall flexibility and
adaptiveness.
3. A case study based on Real-Time Strategy:Warcraft III
We are currently testing CONCIENS with different games to validate our proposal, in-
cluding Grand Theft Auto IV, Lincity or World of Warcraft. We intend to analyze what is
the advantage in terms of realism, flexibility and adaptability. Moreover, our application
to simulation environments will provide results useful for organizational research. In this
paper, we focus on Warcraft III, a popular real-time strategy commercial game.
3.1. Real-time strategy games
For many years, computer war games have been designed as turn-based games. Real-time
Strategy (RTS) games are an evolution of turn-based war games, in which the player has
to command a team of virtual individuals with diverse capabilities to achieve a common
objective, usually to defeat the teams of human- or computer-controlled rivals. Other
sub-objectives include the collection and micro-management of resources, technological
evolution, and so on.
From the AI development point of view, RTS games present two common issues:
1. Computer-controlled opponents become rapidly predictable and easily defeatable
by using simple yet optimal strategies. NPC adaptation is rarely seen.
2. Although – at a high level of abstraction – the concepts and strategies of a RTS
games are common to all of them, it is difficult to find AI solutions that can be
reused, even between games from the same companies (see Figure 2).
Figure 2. Example AI scripts for unit upgrading: (from left to right) Warcraft III and Starcraft (Blizzard), and
Age of Mythology and Age of Kings (Microsoft)
For these two issues, this is an scenario that could very well benefit from the adapt-
ability offered by the ALIVE infrastructure and serve as a useful proof-of-concept. RTS
games are also interesting for our purpose in the sense that the concepts they deal with
can be directly mapped to the ALIVE domain, i.e., organizational structure, roles, role
hierarchy, objectives, and coordination. We aim to produce computer opponents capa-
ble of adapting to unpredictable scenarios by dynamically improving at the organization
and coordination layers. Moreover, this type of game would provide us a clear visual
interface to execute simulations of organizations in real-time.
3.2. Modeling
We have modeled the organizational specification of an abstract RTS game. This specifi-
cation identifies the set of stakeholders, the goals of each of them, landmarks and scenes
related to those goals, and the normative structure of the system. The set of stakeholders
Figure 3. Social structure for generic RTS games (OperettA Tool screenshot)
includes commander, medic, explorer, worker, attacker, or defender. These are directly
mapped to roles.
For each role, its goals have been identified. as well as the hierarchical relationships
among the set of roles. Figure 3 shows the roles (nodes) and the hierarchical relations
between them (edges) in a graph-like representation. For instance, in order to fulfill the
objective Produce_new_worker, the objective Gather_Gold has to be taken care of. As
Produce_new_worker is pursued by the role Unit_producer, and Gather_Gold by the
role Gold_Gatherer, a relationship between the roles Unit_producer and Gold_Gatherer
is created, because the first role is dependent on the second one for the fulfillment of its
objective. For each objective, a state description is modeled, representing the state of the
world where the objective has been fulfilled.
Figure 4. Interaction structure for Defend city (OperettA Tool screenshot)
To define how each of these goals must be accomplished, landmarks are defined:
for each objective, a set of ordered landmarks which must hold true in order to achieve a
certain goal defines a scene. For each scene, an instance of its execution in the actual en-
vironment entails a certain state of one or more objectives. Figure 4 shows an example of
scenes (nodes) with the transitions between them (edges) in a graph-like representation.
For instance, when the objective Gather_wood is fulfilled, the landmark Wood_Gathered
is reached. Role Wood_Gatherer is involved as the landmark player because it has the
objective Gather_wood assigned.
The last element to be defined on the organization level is the set of norms. Norms
are defined by the activation, maintenance and expiration conditions [15], modeled as
Figure 5. Norm example applied to our case (OperettA Tool screenshot)
(a) Game (b) Monitor Tool
Figure 6. Warcraft III units enacting actions sent from the ALIVE platform
partial state descriptions. Figure 5 shows an example of a norm modeled for the use
case: it is forbidden to produce a soldier unless 5 workers are already available.
3.3. Implementation
We have designed an intelligent agent that is connected to the Warcraft III game through
the CONCIENS Game Enactor, allowing for bidirectional communication via sockets.
The agent is organizational aware by reading and integrating the ALIVE organizational
and coordination models into its reasoning cycle.
The low-level events are obtained through the CONCIENS Game Enactor, and the
ALIVE environment provides mechanisms for the interpretation of these event, provid-
ing organizational meaning. Thus, the agent is capable of perceiving the “state of the
world”, reacting to events happening in the game at runtime, e.g. a unit being created, or
a soldier spotting an enemy, and of reasoning about which actions should be taken in the
game, taking into account the current state of the world and the organizational constraints
(e.g. objectives and normative constraints). Also, an agent may (or may not, depending
on the individual utility) decide to discard a particular action if a norm is forbidding to
enact it given the current state of the world.
The Game Enactor allows agents to enact actions in the game (see Figure 6). Once
the reasoning process has decided which are the next actions to be performed, agents are
able to communicate with the game, making the unit responsible of each action to enact
it according to the role and plan structures defined in the organizational specification.
Currently, CONCIENS agents are implemented in Java on top of the AgentScape
multi-agent platform. These agents are organizational aware, and are capable of planning
and enacting plans based on ALIVE models. The planning process can be adjusted by an
internal configuration module called Plan Rules (see Figure 7).
4. Future work: validation by organizational model competitive comparison
In [3] we discussed the need for metrics to analyze the impact of integrating ALIVE
with commercial games. In this paper we propose the use of reorganization techniques
to evaluate the effects of using and dynamically modifying organizational models. In
this proposal, we confront a CONCIENS-controlled army against another CONCIENS-
controlled army. Applying the reorganization mechanisms currently being developed for
the ALIVE project, we test different variations of the same organizational model by
analyzing their performance in battles between them. This performance is measured by
checking the fulfillment of the organizational objectives.
Figure 7. Reorganization in Warcraft III
In Figure 7 we show the architecture of the CONCIENS vs. CONCIENS battle. We
have created the organizational model reflecting the Warcraft III environment, as seen
in Section 3, including the definition of norms that guide and affect the objectives. Each
ALIVE environment or Game Controller, via the execution of its agents, combines in-
formation from norms, organizational structure and the state of the world from current
states of the Warcraft III environment. This state of the world is continuously updated
and new plans are formed based on the Plan Rules.
In these battles, two Game Controllers are connected to the Warcraft III Environ-
ment through the Game API. Each controller is attached to one organization (one army),
but both controllers can load the same or different norms and plan rules configuration:
each instance may play a variation of the same organizational model. The objective is to
compare the impact of different Plan Rules and/or Norms’ configurations on the organi-
zational performance of each organization (army).
To test this impact, the Monitor continuously calculates the organizational perfor-
mance for each instance as a set of operation metrics based on the norms fulfillment
and the achievement of game objectives (e.g. wealth, units, etc.), and generates an indi-
vidual report. The Reorganization Module may alter the Plan Rules and/or the Norms’
parameters, aiming to improve the organizational performance.
These monitoring functionalities are already implemented and the outputs of the
organizational behavior are being exported into data for statistical processing. The results
of this validation proposal will be released in future work.
5. Conclusions
Our research addresses a common problem of commercial Game AI solutions by provid-
ing an approach based on the integration of an organization theoretical control system for
NPC. We suggest that this combination contributes to Game AI solutions by providing
an adaptive, extensible and flexible solution to game development industry.
The main advantage of this approach is that, through CONCIENS, developers can
specify NPCs’ behavior in terms of “why” they should do something, not only “what”
and “how” to do it: actors in a game are described as an organization whose behavior is
based on specific roles, norms, dependencies, and capabilities. Our aim is to provide a
methodology and tools for developers to model gaming scenarios using social structures.
We have implemented CONCIENS, an architecture for the integration of the
ALIVE’s organization specification and coordination framework to existing commercial
games. We have implemented the CONCIENS Game Enactor middleware that proxies
information in two-ways: from the actual game environment to the CONCIENS archi-
tecture and vice versa, allowing developers to plug the ALIVE framework to existing
games, as long as the basic interface methods to control NPCs actions are available.
We conclude that this approach contributes to the Game AI issues of behavior control
and strategy techniques, by providing:
• open specifications where NPCs are programmed in terms of why they must act
in a certain way;
• enhanced flexibility and adaptiveness by describing NPC’s behavior based on or-
ganizational terms;
• more “natural behavior” as NPC may act autonomously, respecting environmental
conditions and organizational objectives that will be perceived as “natural”; and
• improved reusability, as the proposed solution is generic and can be attached to a
variety of commercial games through a common interface and customized orga-
nizational models.
In this paper we have shown the results of the implementation previously proposed
in [3]. The tools are already available at http://{conciens,ict-alive}.sourceforge.net, and
the methodology will be provided in future work. We have also introduced a proposal
to evaluate the impact of using and adapting organizational models on the performance
of CONCIENS-controlled teams. Thus, also as future work, we intend to complete our
implementation by integrating the proposal of Section 4. We are also extending the im-
plementation to other games.
Finally, although we are not encountering scalability problems with the Warcraft III
scenario at the moment, we find AgentScape to be not very well suited for real-time,
event-intensive scenarios. Therefore, we are currently exploring the possibility of using
a combination of Pogamut[7] and 2-APL[5] as the agent platform for CONCIENS.
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